Putting Data in the Driver’s Seat to Gain Maximum Student Performance

Our Current Location

a) Driver’s Seat  *(Who We Are)*  
-  
-  
-  

b) Rear View Mirror  *(Background on Jay County School Corporation)*  
-  
-  
-  

C) Gauges  *(Trend Data)*  
-  
-  
-  

Jay School Corporation’s Journey

a) Hitting the Road  *(How we started our journey)*  
-  
-  
-  

b) **Guiding Principles** *(Principles of Data Use)*

- 
- 
- 
- 


c) **Turn-by-Turn Directions** *(JSC Procedures)*

- 
- 
- 
- 

**The Data Use Roadmap**

a) 4 Key Principles for Data Use

- 
- 
- 
- 

b) Why Jay School Corporation Uses Data Walls

- 
- 
- 
- 


c) How Jay School Corporation Displays Data

- 
- 
- 
- 

**Recalculating**

a) **Check Engine** *(Things to consider)*

- 
- 
- 
-
b) Detour \textit{(Reflective Moments)}
\begin{itemize}
  \item 
  \item 
  \item 
  \item 
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Arriving at Your Desired Destination}

a) Itinerary \textit{(Applicable Systematic Change)}
\begin{itemize}
  \item 
  \item 
  \item 
  \item 
\end{itemize}

b) Rest Stops \textit{(Making Data a Priority)}
\begin{itemize}
  \item 
  \item 
  \item 
  \item 
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Which Way Next?}